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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we describe studies made 
on designing speaker recognition schemes us— 
ing an interactive signal processing facili- 
ty. The facility consists of a HP 2100S mini- 
computer based Fourier Analyzer System.This 
facility accepts speech input and provides a 
display of results at various stages of re- 
cognition procedure. Such a system pennits 
the use of large design and test data sets 
with consequent advantages in performance 
evaluation. We describe attempts on isolat- 
ing better features purely from speaker re- 
cognition point of view. Feature selection 
criteria, choice of code words, design of 
classifiers and performance assessment are 
discussed. 

J INTRODUCTION 

It is wellknown that design of any pat- 
tern recognition scheme is a highly inter- 
active process1. In speaker recognition lit- 
erature most of the studies deal with flow 
of data and decisions in one direction i.e., 
from the input pattern environment to the 
classifier output which is normally the end 
result we seek. The purpose of this paper is 
to show that a signal processing facility built around a minicomputer, which accepts 
speech input directly and provides display 
of results at various stages, provides the 
necessary interactive capability for design- 
ing speaker recognition schemesEven though 
a little constrained by the small memo- 
ry sizes sucki a facility permits use of large 
iiesign ana test data sets with consequent ad- 
vantages in performance evaluation. We desc- 
ribe studies made on speaker recognition sc- 
hemes with special refersnce to feature se- 
lection, choice of code word and performance 
assessment. Finally we describe a speaker re- 
cognition scheme implemented on a minicomputer 
based signal processing facility. The scheme 
which uses a short code word, a long term ave- 
rage feature and a minimum distance classifier 

is shown to display very good recognition Ca- 
pability in a practical environment. 

II BASIC SPEAKER RECOGNITION SCHEME 

1. Signal Processing Facility. The basic re- 
cognition scheme studied in this paper is si- 
mulated on a dedicated interactive signal 

processing facility. The system is a Hewlett 
Packard 5451B Fourier Analyzer built around 
HP2100S microprogrammable minicomputer with 
16K memory of 16 bit words. In Fourier mode, 
through keyboard commands, the system per- 
mits analog data inputs, data manipulation 
functions, signal processing functions and 
arithmetic operations. Keyboard programming 
facility allows a sequence of these opera- 
tions to be performed automatically,without 
any software. The system operates in block 
mode with block sizes 2N for N = 6,7, . . .64. 
Thus the smallest block size is 64 and the 
largest is 4096. Short segnents of speech 
can be entered directly through the system's 
A/D converter. Input data and results are 
displayed on a storage scope which provides 
the required interactive capability.Through— 
out this study a sampling rate of 10 KHz is 
used. 

2. Pattern Environment. It has been observ- 
ed that background noise is the single most 
important factor that affects the reliability 
ty and repeatability of speech and speaker re 
recognition systems'. The studies reported 
here are made by producing speech in the 
computer room into a shure microphone placed 
at a distance of about 5 cm from the mouth 
of the speaker. The overall noise level is 
about 60 dB in A weighting and 68 dE in C 
waiting. Design and testing is thus done in 
a real—life situation. 

3. Feature Selection. Feature selection is 
made on the basis of following considerat- 
ions (1) the feature vector should be go 
from speaker recognition point of view and 
should be computed easily from the signal 
processing functions available through key- 
board commands, (ii) the feature vector 
should be normalized with respect to speech 
information, (iii) the feature vector should 
be extracted over sufficiently long segnents 
of speech so that environmental factors such 
as background noise have less effect on it 
unlike the features used for representing 
speech3. The feature selected in the pre- 
sent study is normalized autocorrelation 
function of the test utterance. The first 
64 coefficients of the autocorrelation fun- 
ction are chosen as they reflect the gross 
spectral features of the long term spectrum 
of the utterance. It is known that such sp— 
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ectral features are more speaker depe.ndont 
than temporal variations of paraineter ex- 
tracted from short senents of speech. 
4. Selection of code word. Considerations 
in the choIce of code word are the follow- 
ing : (1) the utterance should be short for 
ease of computation on the signal processing 
The limited memory of the system permits en— 
try of about 4 sec. of speech data of 10 KI-iz 
sampling rate. (ii) The feature vector ex- 
tracted from the word should have suffici- 
ent inter—speaker variability, (iii) For 
minimum intra—spéaker variability the word 
should be such that it provides minimum 
flexibility in changing the rnanner of pro- 
nouncing it from trial to trial, (iv) Scope 
for pitch variations in different repeti- 
tions should be minimized. These considerat— 
tions led to the choice of a single short 
code word. Studies with different code words 
are presented in a latter section. Results 
for the word "mum" are discussed in this 
section. The choice of this word is govern- 
ed by the fact that it is predominantly na- 
sal and nasal sounds are known to provide 
good speaker recognizing features5. 

5. Reference pattern. The reference patte— 
rn for eaEpeaker is obtained by collect- 
ing 8 repetitions of the word "mum" from 
each speaker, computing the normalized auto- 
correlation for each utterance and taking 
the average. 
6. Classification Scheme. Histogram plots f Eucflian distnces between test fea- 
ture and reference vectors show that mini- 
mum distance (Euclidian) classifier provi- 
des adequate accuracy of classification.The 
distance is computed as follows: 

= (x—4) 
2 

where d 1,2,...,64 is the chosen dimen- 
sion of the feature vector, x is the 1th 
component of th9eature vectr of the. test 
utterance and iu1) is the Kth component of 
the reference vector of speaker i i.e., cla— 
ss C. The decision rule is 

x€C 1ff D ( D for j=1,2,...,M, j/i, 
where M is the number of speakers for which 
the system is designed. 
7. Results. The prototypes of 8 speakers are 
are stored in appropriate blocks of size 64 
and the scheme is tested by independent test 
set. Each of the speakers has been asked to 
utter the code word once in each turn and 
the decision is noted. The recognition deci- 
sion is displayed on the scope b initials of 
the speaker. The result of one such experi— 
mnt is shown as confusion matrix in Table 1. 
The dimension of the feature vector d is cho- 
sen as 32 in this experiment. 

T.ABLE—1. Confusion Matrix for an Eight 
ker Recognition Experiment. 

Spea- 
, 

speaker 
recognized BYN VVS p 
True 

TVA DVG TKR BliP HSC HMD 

BYN 10 
VV 10 
VA 
DVG 
IcR 
BliP •. 1 
HSC 

. 

9. 1 
9 1 

10 
1 8 

1 9 -- 
III DIMENSION OF FEATURE VECTOR 

In all pattern recognition problems th- 
ere is a continuous effort to reduce the di- 
mension of feature vector. This is not only due to obvious reduction in computational effort but also because of the performance 
degradation if more than required number of 
features are used. Studies are made to de— 
termine which of the first sixtyfour coeffi- 
cients of the normalized autocorrelation 
function contribute significantly to the 
speaker discrimination ability of the sche- 
me. For speaker identification good featu- 
res are those for which over a number of re- 
peated utterances the inter—speaker variat— 
ion is large and the intra—spealcer variat- 
ion is small. For the purpose of evaluating 
the features a statistic '5' defined as the 
ratio of the average inter—speaker variation 
and the average intra—speaker variation is 
used 

g j:1 S = 

(XijL_L)1(xijL_L) 
where X. is the L—dimensional feature ve- 
ctor cresponding to the ith utterance of 
the jth speaker. 

is the 1,—dimensional mean feature vec— 
toit corresponding to the jth speaker and is 
given by 

i1 X1, 
is the L—dimensional mean feature vector 

averaged overall speakers and utterances and 
is given by 

rr i1 X1. 
Obviously the feature set that has a 1a- 

rger S contributes more to speaker discri- 
mination than a feature set with lower S.The 
64 autocorrelation coefficients are divided 
into sets of 8 features each (for example 
0—7, 8—15, 16—23, 23—31,...) and for these sets taken one at a time and two or more at 
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a time the statistic is computed as shown 
in Table—2. The computation is done for six- 
teen repetitions of the code word by each 
of the six speakers. It can be seen that a 
feature set consisting of coefficients in 

Feature 0—7 0—15 0—23 0—31 0—63 8—15 
set 

The sta— 1.24 2.43 2.36 2,00 0.96 2.93 
tistic S 

Feature 8—23 8.31 15—23 15—31 23—31 
set 
The sta— 2.54 2.18 2.29 1.81 1q54 
tistic S 

TABLE—2. The S—statistic for different fea- 
ture sets (code word : MUM) 

the range 8—31 seem to display good speaker 
discrimination compared to the coefficients 
in the range from 0—7 or 32—63. The poor 
performance of feature set consisting of 
values in the range 32—63 may be due to pi- 
tch variations between repetitions which are 
reflected in that region of autocorrelation 
function. 

IV CHOICE OF CODE WORDS 

Using the first 32 coefficients of the 
normalized autocorrelation function as the 
components of feature vector different words 
are studied for their speaker discrimination 
abilities. The statistic 3 defined in the 
previous section is used as basis for compa- 
rison. A word with larger S is a better code 
word than one with a smaller S. Six words 
namely CHUMS BUMPER, SMALL, HUG, SING, SUNG 
have been used for this study. The valuesof 
S are computed using eight repetitions of t 
the words by each of eight speakers and the 
results are given in Table 3. 
TABLE—3. The S—statistic for different code 

words 

Co 
SMALL BUMPER SUNG 08DM SING BUG 

The 
stat— 0.830 1.170 1.414 1.4321.475 2.217 istic 

The table shows that the word HUG has hi- 
ghest speaker disorimination capability and 
the word SMALL the lowest. This study throws 
light on the choice of suitable code words. 
It is interesting to note that while produc- 
ing the word HUG the vocal tract is nearly 
stationary except for the abrupt change due 
to voiced stop consthnant. The utterance is 
short and hence there is very little scope 
for intra—speaker variability. 
V. FEATURE SET FOR SPEAKER VERIFICATION 

In a speaker verification system the te- 
st feature vector is compared with the ref- 
erence feature vector of the speaker corres— 
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ponding to the particular label under which 
he wants to be verified. The speaker is ac- 
cepted or rejected depending on whether the 
distance between test and reference vectors 
falls within the prescribed threshold or 
not. There can arise two types of errors 
in this problem. In the first one a speak- 
er wanting to be verified under his own la- 
bel is rejected and in the second type the 
speaker being verified under a false label 
is accepted. Sixteen utterances by each of 
six speakers are considered in this study. 
From the sixteen repetitions by each spea- 
ker the sixteen distances of feature vector 
from his reference vector are computed. The 
largest distance of each speaker from his 
own reference is chosen as threshold there- 
by eliminating the type 1 error. The total 
number of type 2 errors resulting when six- 
teen repetitions of each of the remainin five speakers are tested on the system un- 
der the label of a given speaker are given 
in Table 4 for different feature sets. The 
results obsained using a threshold that al- 
lows a maximum of one of type—i errors are 
given in Table . It can be seen that fea- 
ture Sets consisting of coefficients in the 
range 0—23 or 0—31 give better Speaker ve- 
rification performarme. 
TABLE—4. Total Number of Type—2 Errors (max. 

80) for a speaker verification sy- stem (Type—i drror is completely eliminated code word: MUM) 

Feature set 0—7 

Speaker 

0—15 0—23 0—31 0—47 0—63 

DVG 38 15 3 7 9 61 
VVS 52 23 10 18 15 27 
BYB 13 3 5 3 0 0 
TVA 24 2 0 0 3 7 
HSC 61 39 11 3 5 0 
BMP 63 45 47 34 48 73 

TAIBLE—5. Total Number of Type—2 Errors(max. 
80) in a speaker verification sys- 
tem. (Max. one type 1 error is per- mitted. code word: MUM) 

Feature set 0—7 0—15 0—23 0—31 0—47 0—63 
Speaker 

DVG 22 8 3 7 9 48 
VVS 51 15 3 16 5 26 
BIN 12 0 0 0 0 0 
TIA 19 2 0 0 2 2 
HSC 7 16 2 2 3 0 
BNP 44 43 24 34 48 71 

VI SEQUENTI SPEAR IDENTIFICATION 

An improvement in the performance of 
speaker identification can be achieved by 
using a string of code words presented in 
a sequential manner to the system instead 
of using a single code word. In this scheme a given number (say ci) of speakers from to— 



tal population are selected based on the ne— 
arest distances of their reference vectors 
from test vectors for a code word. If a set 

of m speakers are chosen from the first 
code word and another set S of m speakers 
are chosen from the second ode word the in— 
tersction of S1 and S2 should give the sp- eaker to beidentified. Incase the inter- 
section contains more than one speaker, the 
speaker with average minimum distance is id- 
entified as true speaker. More than two wo- 
rds also can be used in this procedure. 

An experiment is conducted using the 
code words 'nium' and 'nun' on sixteen spea- 
kers using the first 32 coefficients as a 
feature vector. A set of nearest 4 speakers 
are selected for each word. Result of eight 
trials of the experiment is illustrated in 
Table 6 Table 7 gives the total number of 
errors obtained when the code words are used 
separately and in a sequential manner for 16 
speakers in 108 trials. The results indicate 
the significant improvement in performance 
of speaker recognition scheme when two code 
words are used in a sequential manner. 
TABLE—6. Formation of Sets in a Sequential 

Speaker Recogni tion Expe riment for 
Eight Test—Trials.(Ior speaker 2) 

Test 
trial 
No. 

Set of speakers for Speaker 
identified 
as NUN NUN 

1 2, 9, 4, 6 2, 8, 13, 16 2 
2 9, 2, 6, 3 2, 8, 13, 1 2 

3 6, 2, 9, 3 2, 8, 13, 6 2 
4 9, 6, 2, 3 6, 3, 2, 5 6 

5 9, 6, 2, 3 2, 8, 13, 6 2 
6 2, 9, 4, 3 2, 6, 3, 8 .2 

7 2, 9, 3, 4 6, 2, 3, 9 2 
8 2,6, 9, 3 2, 8, 6, 12 2 

TABLE—7. Total number of Errors in a 16 spea- 
ker Recognition Experiments (Total 
Number of Trials 108) 

Cord word 
MUM 
alone 

NUN 
alone 

Using MUM and NUN 
sequéntialma- 

Total Number 
of Errors 27 24 7 

VII CONCLUSIONS 

Studies made on a simple speaker recog- 
nition scheme simulated on a minicomputer— 
based signal processing facility are present- 
ed in this paper. The main conclusions are 
(i) good recognition capability can be obta- 
ined with a single carefully selected short 
code word using normalized autocorrelation 
function as a feature. This may be compared 
with human recognition capability of recogni- 
zing a speaker where the duration of utteran 
ce plfys an important role, (ii) when the fe— 
atiUe selection problem is systematically 
approached an extremely simple minimum dis— 
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tance classifier is adequate for speaker 
recognition in small populations, (iii) 
speaker recognition using a string of code 
words in a sequential manner provide high 
reöognition performance, and (iv) an inter— 
active signal processing facility offers 
considerable flexibility in the design and 
rformance evaluationof automatic speaker 
recognition schemes. 
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